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a City at work!

Inner City Revival
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The blood in its veins is gold…
Its flesh and bones are bricks, 
concrete and steel…
And its life and soul are its people.

...to where we are going...

A bridge takes us from 
where we’ve been…



Introduction
From the ground came the gold that drew the people to this place. And from the ground of Newtown, came 
the brick and mortar that was used to build what was, at one time, the fastest-growing city in the world. 
That was then… 

Today, Johannesburg stands as a testament to the spirit of those people: the miners, the merchants, the 
artists and the activists whose struggle for their very identity created the vibrant and colourful ‘Jozi’ that so 
many South Africans call home.

The Inner City revival is a tribute to the past, a celebration of the present, and an investment in the future.

The City’s revival is a long-term project: it is our mandate to promote area-based economic development 
and regeneration so that by 2040 Joburg will be world class. And we promise to achieve this through solid 
corporate governance and sound management; and through focus, clear vision and commitment.  

This brochure will guide you through the various projects and passions at the heart of the transformation that 
have been achieved. Change has begun, and the next 25 years promise to be both exciting and challenging. 
All we need do is continue as we’ve started; there is no doubt that we will have our World Class African city.

The Inner City is a major economic 
generator, accounting for 33% of all formal 
jobs in Johannesburg. Not surprising, then, 
that investment in the area stands at  
R30 billion. About 1 million people pass 
through the Inner City every day, and 
thousands of migrant shoppers visit each 
year. There are more than 45 000 dwelling 
units and capital investment in business 
and housing is R23 billion, with a further 
R5 billion expected in the next three years. 

Worth its weight in gold



The three keys to Inner City Regeneration

Leadership 
by local 
government

Urban 
management is 
essential

Inclusive 
partnerships1 32

The legacy of apartheid had taken a heavy toll on Joburg. 
With the increase in crime, people moved out and services 
deteriorated. To build something properly, first a strategy is 
needed, and then a solid foundation.  The City’s strategy has 
been formulated at executive level to be sensitive to many issues. 

While the Inner City has experienced many boom times and periods of 
decline, the recent sustained upturn in economic activity and the rising 
residential population can be ascribed to wide-spread commitment to the 
Inner City Charter and vigorous implementation of this shared vision. The 
key to the successful turn-around has been the commitment shown by 
all stakeholders and the formation of effective partnership between the 
municipality, the private sector and community organisations. The City of 
Johannesburg has supplied consistent leadership by ensuring that plans are 
translated into action.

Building a world class 
African City

The City 
Improvement 
Districts (CID) 
Private owners are funding 
supplementary and council 
services in these areas, 
giving the Inner City a 
much-needed shot in the 
arm.

Confidence is growing in the Inner City as 
owners pour money into building upgrades. 
And the city is encouraging them to do it by 
offering attractive incentives.

The Metro Mall in Newtown houses 3 500 
taxis and is a favoured place of business 
for numerous formal and informal 
stallholders.



Addressing the issues
People are returning, bringing with them the same 
sense of optimism that democracy has brought to 
the rest of the country. Attendance of Inner City 
venues is on the up. This means a bigger market 
and increased economic activity, which, in turn, 
means more opportunities for formal business.

The significance of the Inner City to the economy 
and position of Johannesburg is demonstrated 
by the fact that real estate investors have been 
showing a healthy appetite for buildings in central 
Johannesburg. Together with our partners we 
have made significant strides in revitalizing the 
Inner City, attracting new investment, significantly 
reducing crime levels and taking strong action 
against urban grime and decay.

Crime is down – 10 Plus
GOOD NEWS - the focused initiatives that have 
been developed to combat crime levels are proving 
an effective deterrent. To address concerns about 
public safety, the City launched a comprehensive 
plan for visible policing - 10 Plus.

In addition to the Metro Police and the area-based 
security officers in the CIDs, 200 closed-circuit 
TV cameras keep watch from strategic points 
throughout these areas. These are monitored 24/7 
by a team operating out of Rissik Street.

Stimulating investment - the 
UDZ
To encourage renewal, 18 hectares have been 
declared the Johannesburg Urban Development 
Zone (UDZ), which offers attractive tax incentives 
for investors who are keen to renovate or 
undertake new property developments.

Corporate Investment
Corporates that have stayed with the Inner City are 
now reaping the benefits. FNB, Metropolitan Life, 
ABSA, Liberty Life, Anglo, SAB Miller, Sappi and 
Standard Bank are just a few that have put down 
roots. Our thanks go out to these companies. They 
are mainstays in our vision of a World Class City. 

Informal traders
We are setting up niche markets for informal 
trading.  The Informal Trade and Development 
Programme, under the Economic Development 
Unit (EDU), is providing traders with basic literacy 
and business training.  The EDU is playing a 
significant part in the creation of Jozi’s informal 
markets.

Hawkers ply their trade at the Faraday 
Muti Market, one of the informal trading 
developments created as part of the Inner 
City regeneration programme.

The city that never 
sleeps. Joburg always 

has one eye open.

CID Security guard - 
protecting the streets 
of Jozi.



Creating a 
better life

A place to call home
Social housing is another priority, and there 

are a number of different housing projects on 
the go. The City is negotiating with a number of 

key developers for the creation of clean, safe and 
affordable rental accommodation.  The Johannesburg 

Housing Company (JHC) owns 4 800 housing units, 
making up 10 percent of Inner City housing.

Addressing a community’s needs 
The City is providing better health care for all Inner City residents, with seven strategically 
placed health clinics, including one in Esselen Street, located in the heart of the Medical 
Precinct in Hillbrow. Residents have access to a range of services ranging from free HIV 
testing to immunisation of babies.

The Main Johannesburg Library includes a Literacy Centre and Electronic Reference Centre.

The Ellis Park stadium was upgraded during the 2010 FIFA World Cup to create a world-
class sporting precinct.

The Johannesburg Library with 
Literacy Centre and Electronic 
Reference Centre.

The Olympic-size Ellis Park 
swimming pool is a training 
ground for international swimmers 
and a springboard for new talent.



Better City Services
The City has upgraded its services to meet the demands of the 2040 strategy. 
City Power, Joburg City Parks, Pikitup, Egoli Gas, and Joburg Roads Agency 
are all on high-level action plans to clean up the city and provide better, faster 
service.

CITY PARKS: twenty-eight Inner City parks have been restored: toilets have 
been upgraded, new irrigation systems put in, fountains and water systems have 
been fixed, new gardens planted, unsafe areas fenced off, and playgrounds built 
for children. The result: children can now play in parks that were previously the 
territory of vagrants and the scenes of violent crimes. Also, of course, it’s putting 
the green back in the city. 

PIKITUP is upgrading and improving landfills, delivering 240L wheeled bins, 
removing waste and stamping out illegal dumping.

JOBURG WATER is providing 6 000 litres of free water to poor residents. 

CITY POWER, EGOLI GAS, AND THE JOHANNESBURG ROADS AGENCY 
(JRA) are providing better service to city residents. A substantial part of local 
government budget is being spent on improving their service infrastructure.

The Brickfields Project, 
jointly funded by public 
and private sectors, is an 
example of the ongoing 
residential developments 
in the city. It houses  
2 000 people – a prime 
example of how City/
corporate/private 
investors and donors 
have come together to 
make regeneration a 
success.

Many once-derelict Inner City parks have 
been revamped to become playgrounds for 
children and places where communities can 

meet for healthier lifestyles.

The renovated Europa 
Hotel, situated in Hillbrow



Jozi in the 
spotlight

Lights, camera, action! Joburg 
Inner City remains a magnet for 
film makers – the most recent 
world-famous Avengers was 
filmed in the streets of Jozi.

Welcome back to Newtown… 
Crossing the bridge from Braamfontein, we come to the Newtown Cultural Precinct. The energy one feels 
here is thanks to the myriad of activities that are always on the go. The Market Theatre, perhaps Jozi’s 
premier artistic venue, is truly a place for free expression. The voice of the people can be heard loud and 
strong in the lively and friendly atmosphere. And Newtown’s cultural and artistic venues add their own 
special flavour to ‘the vibe’.

Crossing the divide…
The Nelson Mandela Bridge is a link between past and present, a symbol of reconciliation: a bridge between 
people, to honour one man’s incredible capacity for forgiveness.



A thirst for knowledge
Learners are the lifeblood of Newtown. Across 
the road from Mary Fitzgerald Square is the Sci-
Bono Discovery Centre, dedicated to developing 
the sciences. It comprises a 300-seat theatre, 
classrooms, lecture halls and workshops.

Today, Mary Fitzgerald Square is a centre of 
cultural and artistic rebirth in the City. But in Jozi’s 
earlier days, it was significant as a site for protests 
and miner strikes… championed by the city’s first 
female deputy mayor, ‘Pickhandle Mary’.

Braamfontein: the show goes on 
Sappi has joined forces with the Johannesburg Development Agency, City Parks, and the Civic Theatre to 
revamp the parking, build a piazza, redo the park and build the National Ballet Company’s practice studios.  
The practice sessions can be viewed by passers-by thanks to the two-storey-high windows.  



Bus Rapid Transit 
(BRT)/Rea Vaya
Bringing the City together through 
transportation hubs, the Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) is Joburg’s answer to 
linking spaces together and giving 
people affordable public transport. 
Plans are in place for 100km of 
linked bus and rail nodes, creating a 
21st century city that lets passengers 
own public space. 

Braamfontein/
Milpark/Maboneng
Areas of new development are 
driving crowds back into the Inner 
City. The success of the weekend 
markets in Braamfontein and 
Maboneng are creating new centres 
for Joburg residents, and together 
with Milpark, are new creative hubs, 
energised by working journalists, 
IT entrepreneurs, artists and other 
professionals.

Main Street Mall
In the heart of the Main Street 
mining HQ precinct  is the private 
initiative of the Anglo American 
Corporation, which has created a 
world-class pedestrian walkway, 
complete with fountain and old 
mining equipment.

Fashion District
East of the CBD, there’s the Fashion 
District, where the vibrant creativity 
of Joburg’s new buildings is mirrored 
in clothing design; design which is 
nothing less than a celebration of 
spirit. And underneath the glamour 
is a blueprint for economic and social 
reform: job creation, investment, 
tourist attraction. The Fashion District 
has all that, and more.

Constitution Hill
The legacy of apartheid remains, but 
the past is slowly getting buried. And 
if apartheid ever does find a final 
resting place, that place will surely be 
Constitution Hill. 

Where once it was home to the 
notorious Fort, the ‘Native Gaol’ 
and Woman’s Prison, today it is both 
heritage site and working courthouse 
where justice rather than injustice 
is upheld. Constitution Hill has 
seen a complete turnaround and is 
one of the focal points of the new 
Johannesburg.



Turning 
Jozi into 
a tourist 
magnet

The City is working hard at bringing back the tourists, together with Inner City partners. And the effort 
is paying dividends. Weekend markets in Braamfontein and Maboneng, new galleries and districts, and 
events such as the Johannesburg City Festival, organised by the Johannesburg City Tourism Association, are 
attracting crowds… the Inner City is becoming a real crowd-puller!

All this is just the beginning…
It’s true, the years have presented many challenges. But these have only inspired us to go further, to do 
better. On the immediate agenda: the creation of the Hillbrow Health Precinct; a new supermarket and 
residential complex in Newtown, with many more exciting new developments on the way, as well as the 
Corridors of Freedom. 

And all this is just the tip of the iceberg.  Development is happening in Joburg on a daily basis, and as a new 
city arises from the old, so our future, and the future of our democracy, is being forged. 

City of Johannesburg 
Region F

011-376-8530

Johannesburg 
Development Agency 
(JDA)

011-688-7851

All general city 
enquiries

011-375-5555

For any emergency

011-375-5911

Key Numbers



City of Johannesburg
Citizen Relationship and Urban Management
Region F

80 City Hall Street, cnr Plein
Johannesburg

PO Box 1477
Johannesburg
South Africa
2000

Tel 011-376 8530

www.joburg.org.za


